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machinery is generally regarded as the beginning of modern
economic life, just as the French Revolution is viewed as the
beginning of modern political life. According to the common
belief the inventions constitute the starting-point of our
present industrial society. It is usual to trace to them all
the phenomena that appear to be most characteristic of the
prevailing economic and social order. Capitalism, factories,
large-scale production, world-wide markets, trusts, cartels,
credit instruments, trade cycles, unemployment, the industrial
proletariat and trade unions—these are supposed to have
come into existence with the adoption of power-driven
machinery not very much more than a hundred years ago.
Beyond the ' Industrial Revolution ' the historians depicted
centuries of slow and imperceptible growth during which
the face of England remained almost unchanged. A static
society slumbered in blissful unconsciousness of the dynamic
forces which the invention of the steam engine was destined
to let loose upon it. A fanciful picture, which has long
passed for authentic history, of a backward community
suddenly convulsed by uncontrollable economic impulses,
and upon which there descended, like a bolt from the blue,
a whirlwind of inventions bringing in their train the capitalist
system, the factory system, the wage system, exploitation of
labour and social strife, j
Progressive One difficulty in accepting the popular interpretation of
tendencies. Englan(j before the ' Industrial Revolution' lies in the
astonishing contrast, which it presents, between an arrested
state of social development and the outstanding achieve-
ments in the domain of literature, of politics, of exploration
and colonization. It raises the natural question why the
energetic qualities of the English genius found scope in
every sphere except one. The answer can only be that
the implied antithesis of a vigorous national movement in
thought and action on the one hand, and economic stagna-
tion on the other, is false. As early as the fourteenth
century there was a quickening of activities although it
became more marked in the fifteenth century ; and spirited
pioneers were already finding opportunities for enterprise in
agriculture as well as in industry and commerce. The

